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0. INTRODUCTION 
A fundamental problem in classical physics is to describe the waves 
produced in a medium by the action of prescribed sources. When such 
sources have a sinusoidal time dependence (as is frequently postulated), the 
resulting waves may be expected to have the same oscillatory behavior in 
time, apart from a transient wave. The problem of determining this steady- 
state response is usually called the steady-state wave propagation problem. 
This paper deals with the steady-state propagation problem for elec- 
tromagnetic waves in a class of globally perturbed nonselfadjoint media. 
Here, we shall consider the problem in a certain subspace of inhomogeneous 
data. 
Systems other than Maxwell’s equations may be treated using the methods 
of this paper and such will be the subject of future work. 
Up to this point integral (global) perturbations of Maxwell’s equations 
have received little consideration, to our knowledge. Our problem is a special 
case of the more general problem 
-icY,u+Au+Bu=f(x,t), (0.1) 
where A is the Maxwell operator and B is a term of the form 
@u)(x, t) = 1 B(x, y) u^(y, t) dy. (0.2) 
A number of important results have been obtained in the case where B is a 
(symmetric) matrix multiplier with compact support (see 161, e.g.). Systems 
*The results of this paper form a portion of a research report prepared for the AH Corp.. 
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of the form (0.1) may be thought of as a generalization of the classes of 
symmetric hyperbolic systems introduced by Friedrichs in [3]. 
The steady-state problem deals with the case where the source term has 
the form 
f(x, t) = eein* f(x), Am-{O\ (0.3) 
and a solution of the same form is sought: 
24(x, t) = e -iA’ w(x, A). 
Thus w(x, 1) must satisfy the equation 
(0.4) 
Au + Bu - h =f(x). (0.5) 
The function w(x, I) is not uniquely determined by Eq. (0.5) alone and it is 
necessary to add auxiliary conditions. Physically, a condition is needed 
which guarantees that w(x, A) behaves like an outgoing wave for 1x14 co. In 
our case rather simple examples exist where no such condition can be given. 
However, by excluding certain pathological cases, we can show the resolvent 
R(S)==(A i-B-U)-’ exists as a meromorphic function in the upper and 
lower half planes. Hence for E > 0, it is possible to consider the limit 
w(x, 1) = L’iy+ w(x, I + is) = !ilT+ R(k + i&)f(X). (0.6) 
The limiting absorption principle states that the steady-state solution is 
w(x, A) in (0.6). Physically, w(x, A + ie) is the corresponding solution in an 
absorptive medium and is unique when A + i& is not a bonafide energy level 
(eigenvalue) of the system. This gives a way of defining a unique solution of 
(0.5) which can be thought of as “outgoing.” Of course it must be proven 
that the limit in (0.6) exists in some appropriate sense (to be defined below). 
In our treatment we have borrowed certain techniques from [4,8], a fact we 
greatfully acknowledge. 
In Section 1 we establish the necessary background and notation. In 
Section 2 we prove certain facts about the resolvent set and resolvent 
operator. Then in Section 3 we prove that (0.6) makes sense and defines a 
solution to the steady-state propagation problem for certain source terms 
f(x). 
Since we are dealing with a nonnormal operator it must be expected that 
the spectrum of our operator has certain kinds of peculiarities. Physically, 
eigenvalues occurring off the real axis indicate that the system is not conser- 
vative. 
It should be noted that A here is not elliptic. It has constant deficit. Such 
operators may have several zero speeds which may coincide in various 
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directions. The perturbations we consider (in order to avoid some of the 
pathological situations already mentioned) will have roughly speaking, the 
same ,,rank” as A. This is not a very restrictive assumption as will be seen 
below, but it does have a somewhat nonconstructive character. 
1. BACKGROUND AND NOTATION 
We consider vectors in C6 as column vectors and write them generally as 
a pair of 3vectors f = tdf’, f*), where t denotes transpose. If U(X, I) is a 
function of (x, t) E R3 x R with values in C6, Maxwell’s equations in uacuo 
may be written in the form of (0.2), where 
= ,f AjDju> 
j=l 
(1.1) 
Dj = -9, = -i a/axj. U’ and u2 represent he electric and magnetic fields, 
respectively. The symbol A(p) of A(D) is a 6 x 6 Hermitian matrix of rank 
4 when Ofp=(p,,p,,~~)ElR~. We have 
0 A(p)= 3x3 
L 
p* 
I P- 03x3 ’ 
(1.2) 
with 
(1.3) 
The symbol A(p) is of course obtained by the Fourier transform 
A(p) = @A(D), where 
The eigenvalues of A(p) are 0, jp I, - IpI =&,A,(p), A-,(p), each of 
multiplicity 2 and the resolution of the identity for A(p) is 
z = PO(P) + P-I(P) + P,(P)- (1.4) 
Pi may be computed from the Dunford formula 
P,(x) = -(27ri)- ’ J [A (x) - @I - ’ 45 
IA&r) -II = 6 
(1.5) 
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where 6 is small enough to exclude the other eigenvalues (see ( 121). We 
know 
A(P)P~~P)=~~~P)P~(P), (1.6) 
P,*(P) = P,(p), pk(P) pj(p) = GkjPj(p), (1.7) 
P,*(p) refers to the Hermitian adjoint of P,(p). 
As usual 9(R”, Cm), @(lR”, Cm) stand for the rapidly decreasing and test 
functions, respectively. @ is an isomorphism on Y which extends to 9” by 
duality. By the Plancherel theorem @ extends to L*(R”, Cm)(the measurable 
square integrable functions on R” with range in Cm). In any case we shall 
* 
denote the adjoint of @ by @*. @*J(p)= @f(-p)=f(p), and @@* = 
@*@=I. We define BL(lR3,C2) as the completion of Y(R3,Cz) in the 
norm 
llfll~, = jR3 I PI2 IS(P dP* (1.8) 
The matrices P,(p), P,,(p) can be explicitly computed. Define p @p as 
2 
Pl PIP2 PIP3 
2 
PIP2 P2 P2P3 ’ 1 2 PIP3 P3P2 P3 (1.9) 
Then 
__ POP 1 
potp)= IpI2 OJX3 [ 
03x3 1 POP ’ 
1 
L 
-(P,>’ TP* 
p*I(p)=m *pa +J’ . I 
(1.10) 
(1.11) 
We define 
P(P) = PI(P) + P-I(P). (1.12) 
P(p) is an orthoprojector orthogonal to P,,(p). We let H = L2(R3, C”) and 
define the bounded pseudodifferential operators P, P, on H by 
P = @“P(p) @, P, = @*P,(p) CD. (1.13) 
It is evident that P, P, are projections on H and we define 
H,=PH, H, = P, H. (1.14) 
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Thus iffE H, f =f, tfo = Pft P,fE H, t H,. Note that P(p) and PO(p) 
are homogeneous of order zero. Therefore, setting w =p/I pi, P(w) = P(p), 
PO(w) = P(p). Define the matrix-valued functions a(w), b(w) as 
dm b(w) = (1.16) 
and the map (I 
by 
and 
by 
a f’ 
I ! f’ 
= 2l’*@*(l P I +493’W, W43*(p)> 
a*:H+BL(R3,C2)@L2(R3,C2) 
(1.17) 
= 2-“2@*(~pl-1u*(~)f’(p), -ib*(w)f*(p)). (1.18) 
Then it is easily checked that 
o*P=a”, 
Further, we note that 
@u*@*A(p) @o@* = i 
We define the space HFC to be 
Po=a. (1.19) 
0 0 10 
0 0 01 
JpJ2 . 0 0 0 (1.20) 
0 IPI 0 0 
/ 
{u E P’(lR3, C6)(yAEAu E H for all A; PE,u =E,u}. 
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E, = @*I@, where y E 9(R3, C) such that supp(yl) E A C R’\(O), where 
(v/= v,AA G R3\iOl means A is compact in R3\{O}. It is clear that 
H, c HyC. 
For BL(lR 3, C’) @L ‘(R 3, C’), etc., we frequently write BL 0 L*. 
2. THE RESOLVENT 
As noted above we will be interested in considering propagation through 
antistationary data (data from H,). For f, u in H,, we have 
A(D) + PBu = f(x). (2.1) 
In general B scatters data out of H, and it is partly this property that 
makes the algebraic structure of B come into play. B may change rank 
“discontinuously” and we desire to eliminate this complication for the 
present. We will assume that, 
(1) B is an integral operator with a matrix (perhaps composed with a 
bounded operator) kernel 
(2.2) 
(2) @x,y) is (uniformly) square integrable in each variable. 
(3) Pl? is a convolution kernel with the same rank as A(D), i.e., 
&l> @,&Y) G(Y) = wl> K(rl -Y) @,a”u, (2.3) 
where K is a 4 X 4 matrix whose first and second rows are summable. 
Actually assumption (3) is almost automatic because of the relations 
between p and 6. The entries of K can be solved for by setting up certain 
second order equations contained in (2.3). However, we require a certain 
asymptotic behavior from K which restricts g somewhat further, 
(4) (1 + Ixl)l-k(x) E L2(lR3, @‘6)* (2.4) 
Eigenfunctions of A(D) + PB will have global support in general. 
LEMMA 2.1. H, f? @(A(D) + PB) is dense in H,. 
Proof: This follows easily from Lemma 2.2 and (3) above. 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let u E H, n g(A(D)). Then there exists an f E BL @ L2 
such that 
a*PBu = (@*K) f: (2.5) 
Proof. In .Y’ we have, 
(a*pW(x) = o*h)j @,B(Q) U^(Y) dy 
= (@: K) f(x), 
where f is the image of a*u in BL @ L2. 
We define the operators R,(l) and R(r) by 
aR,(t) a* = (s;I - A(D))-’ P-6) 
and 
aR(<)a*=(@-A(D)-PB)-’ (2.7) 
when the operators on the right of (2.6) and (2.7) exist as bounded operators 
on H,. By 1.20 we have in Y’(R3, C”) 
I 
u 
@R,(l) = i 
lPl2 
IP12-A2 
0 
IpI*-22 ” lP12-A2 
1 I (2.8) 
and for A 4 R ‘, R,(l) is a bounded operator on BL 0 L 2. Since BL 0 L ’ is 
dense in Lz(lR3, C:‘)@ L2(lR3, C’), we shall consider R,(A) (and R(A)) as 
acting in the latter space for the time being. 
LEMMA 2.3. There exist matrices K,(x), K2(x) such that 
@$K = K,(x) K*(x) = K,(x) K,(x) (2.9) 
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K, E L2(lR3, C16) (2.10) 
and 
s;plRT Ix -K2 IK,(.# dv < 00. 
ProoJ: Factor @,*K as 
K,(x) = (1 + (x~)-“~-‘I~~~ 
K*(x) = K,(x)-‘@,*K. 
Then (3) gives the result. 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
LEMMA 2.4. There exist bounded “operators” D, and D,(A) such that 
(2.14) 
and D, , D, are generalized integral operators with “kernels” 
and 
ImA<O, 
ImL>O, 
fi,(X,Y, A) = &(X,Y, n> 
=mGYJ) 
respectively, where 
exp( f iAlx -yl) 
Ix--Y1 
R 0 10 
0 101 
-A2 0 IO 
0 -A2 0 L 
(2.15) 
1 . (2.17) 
Proof. The result follows immediately from taking the inverse Fourier 
transform of (2.8). 
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LEMMA 2.5. Let K&c) = (kj,(x)) i = 1, 2, and 
(S:(X,Y,~))=Kl(x)~:(x,Y,~)K,(Y>. (2.18) 
Then 
!r~!]slsi(-u,?;,n)l’dxd?,gc(l)=M(im1)-’ imA>O 
=N i (IkfjlI:1max(lA14, I} imA>O. 
I=1 
(2.19) 
a similar result holds for SC. 
Prooj Suppose im A > 0, then 
X Ik;j(x)/2 i si[(n)kt,(Y)12 
/=I 
~ L exp(-2im1Ix-yl) 
( 1 lx-Y12 
XYkijCxIlz (,iI 1$1(1)12) (gI lkt(Y)12) 1 (*) 
where Si,(A) = 1, 0, A, or 1’. Equation (*) is equal to 
G + 71 exp(-2imAIx-yl) 
,Yl k2, ( 1 T lb-Y12 lk~j(x)12 I~i,(~>l’ lk~j(Y)12- 
Now, 
l~i1(~)~2J/$ expc~~~~‘.fey’) Ikt(X)l’ lk&(J)12dxdy 
exp(-2 im A (x - yl) 
exp(-2imAIx-yl) 
,< Ilk~~ll~~~max{l~14~ 1) S;Pj Ix-Y12(1 + lxl)1+2~ dx. 
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We have 
I exp(-2im~Ix-YI)dx< I 
exp(-2 im a 1 w I) dw 
Ix -ylZ(l + lx1)1+2E ’ w lw12(1 + Iw +yl)‘+2E 
1 
00 
=C 
exp(-2 im k) dr 
cl (1 + (qtzE 
and the result follows from this. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let 
Then 
(KID*K*~f=[~~~ ;!: II ;!j [jzXJ (2*20) 
If X is bounded and 0 is not in the essential range of 
then (AI -X)-l exists as a bounded operator in L2 @ L2. 
Proof: The proof is a direct computation. A more desirable result would 
be obtained if some global conditions using the L2-norm of X could be 
given (note that if IJK JILj is smaller than /,I 1, then the conclusion of Lemma 
2.6 holds). 
A “local” condition on X can be given, but it is more restrictive than the 
hypotheses of Lemma 2.6. It is a rather curious fact that the spectrum of 
X@ may be controlled via the L*-norm of 3’. Note that 
or 
* 
setting h =T, k = i we have 
&-$*h^=k 
or 
k//l - 1,&&i = h, 
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taking h, = k/A as a first approximation, we form the series 
where 
dn=h,-h,-,, 
h, = h, -+$*6,, 
h,=h,+,$*I;,-,, 
by the Schwartz inequality, 
SO 
It follows that for (lX1(2 < ILl, the series converges in L2(lR3, C”). 
We denote by s(z) the operator generated by the kernel (sij(x, y, z)) on 
L2@L2. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let z be fixed. Then 
(u-x-s(z))-’ = @Z-X)-’ + (~z-.Jy{z-s(z)(~z-.T)-‘}-’ 
x s(z)(/zZ--.T)-1. (2.21) 
Proof. (AZ - X - s(z))(AZ - X-’ + (AZ - .YY - s(z))(AZ - X-)-l 
(I - s(z)@Z - %x)-y s(r)(/lZ - 37-l = I - s(z)(AZ - X)-’ + 
(z-s(z)(~z--.~)-‘)(z-s(z)(~z-.~)-’}-’s(z)(~z--.~)-~=z. 
A similar calculation shows the right-hand side of (2.21) to be the left 
inverse as well. 
LEMMA 2.8. s(z)(U - X) - ’ is an analytic operator-valued function of z 
in the upper and lower half-z-plane. s(z)@Z -X’- ’ is uniformly continuous 
on compact subsets of the upper (lower) half-z-plane together with the real 
axis, extending to R ’ via 6:(6;). 
Proof: s(z) = K, D,(z) K,, and we have 
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stz1) - Sk*) = K,D,(z,) K* - K,P,(z,) K2 
Zl -zz Zl -zz 
= KIPI + D&,) - (01 + D&2) K, 
Zl -zz 
= K,tRotzJ - Ro(zA)Kz = -K R (z )Ro(z > K 
1 0 I 2 
ZI -22 
29 
by the resolvent equation, 
RotzdRo(zJ = (D, + D,D,(z,) + D,tz,)D, + 4@ADdzd), 
so 
--K,~otz,)~o(z,)K,=-~-K,D,D,tz,)K2 -K,D,tz,)D,Kz 
- K,W,)D,W K,. 
Since K, is bounded, it suffices to show that D,(z) K, is a bounded 
continuous operator-valued function of z, for im z # 0. It is easily checked 
that D’:(z) K, is a Hilbert-Schmidt kernel for im z > F > 0 (or 
-im z > E > 0) for all E > 0. It remains to show D2(z) K, is continuous. We 
may ignore the matrix portion of D*(z) for this (see (2.17)). 
Since the remaining part of Dz(z), call it B;(z), is of the form 
c exp(iz Ix -Yl)llx -YIP we have (111 . II/ denotes the Hilbert-Schmidt norm) 
lllDS@J K, - Wz,) K21112 
= ~K2(~)121~~(~,~,~,)-D”~(~,~,~2)12dx~~ 
il 
(2.22) 
= 
1 I (K,(x)l’ I~“;(x,Y, zd - ~;kw2)12 dx& IY >R 
+ 
I I 
IK,(x)12 I~;(x,YA) -&(x,Y,z,)\~ dxdv (2.23) 
IYI <R 
=I 1 
IK,(x)l'I~S(x,v,~,)-~;(~,y,z,)l~~dy 
IYI >R Ix1 >R 
+ 
1 J 
1K2(X)i2 Id;(X,Y, Zl> - &tX,Y,Z2)12 dXdY (2.24) 
IYl >R IXl<R 
+l i 
~K~(x))~I~;(x,Y,~,)-~~(x,Y,~~)I~~~~~ 
lyl<R Ixl<R 
+! I 
IK,(x)I’ lfi;tx,y, z,) - B;@>Y, ~211~ dxdy 
IrlGR Ixl>R 
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by the Fubini theorem, those terms in (2.24) with one integral for /x] > R or 
) y ] > R may be made small uniformly in zi. For the term with integrals over 
Ix/ < R and 1 y ] < R we may use the estimate 
I~S(x,Y,z,)--dS(x,y,z,)l~lz, -221. (2.25) 
This shows the required continuity. 
The same type of argument also shows that s(z) is uniformly continuous 
on compact subsets of the closed upper (lower) half plane. 
LEMMA 2.10. (See [lo]). (I-s(z)(AZ-X)-‘}-I exists except fir a 
discrete set of points in the upper (lower) half plane. When extended to the 
closed upper (lower) half plane, it fails to exist on the real axis in at most a 
nowhere dense set of linear measure zero. 
Proof: Let z0 E IF?’ and fix r so that if imz > 0 and ]z -zO] < r, then 
]~s(z,)(A.Z -A?-’ - s(z)(U -X’“)- ’ /I < 4 (by Lemma 2.8). Since s(zJ is a 
Hilbert-Schmidt operator, so is s(z,)(llZ -X-’ (see (1, p. 10121, e.g.). 
Therefore, there exists an operator s of finite rank such that 
~ls(z,)(~Z-.2T-’ --sll < 4. (2.26) 
Then 
Ils(z)(AZ-X)-’ -s(( < 1, Jz-zr,l cr. (2.27) 
Therefore (I - s(z)(AZ --X)-l + s)-’ exists, and is analytic in the interior of 
]z - z0 / < r, im z > 0, by its Neumann expansion. 
Set 
G(z)=s(Z-s(z)(AZ-X)-’ +s)-‘. (2.28) 
We have 
(Z - s(z)(AZ - X) - ‘) = (Z - G(z))(Z - s(z)(LZ - X) ~ 1 + s) (2.29) 
and so there exists 
such that 
‘(g>= f (g7gi)LY (2.3 1) 
i=l 
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where 
(g, Si> = i, dx) giCx> llx* 
Define 
gk(Z)=((z-S(Z)(~z-x)-l +s)-I;,, 
we have 
W)g= .i (g,g,(z))fi 
i=l 
(2.32) 
(2.33) 
and so {I - G(z)}-’ exists if and only if 
d(Z) = WZ,.. - Xdfi, gj(Z)>i,j> f 0 (2.34) 
(det = determinant). 
It is evident that 6(z) is analytic in the interior of (zl Iz - zOi < r, 
im z > 0). 6(z) is therefore identically zero or has only a discrete set of 
zeros. Set Z = {z / /z - zOI < r}. 
Furthermore, setting l= r- ‘(z - zJ 
w=(<‘+i<+ 1)(&i<+ l))‘, (2.35) 
w(z) takes {z 1 Iz - z,,[ < r} to the unit disc in the w-plane with (im z > 0) 
R ’ n {z 1 /z - zOI < r} going to the boundary of the disc. It is easily checked 
that a subset of {w 1 1 WI = I} has positive circle measure if and only if its 
inverse image has positive measure on cTZ. Define 
M(w) = 6(w - ‘(w)) = 6(z). (2.36) 
Appealing to Theorem 15.19 of [7], we see 6(z) vanishes on a set of 
measure zero in Id’ (or else is identically zero in {z) (z - zO/ < r, im z > 0). 
Since 6(z) is continuous in A,,, = {z(z~m,(z-z,l~r-~,O<~<r},then 
-W) n A r,E is closed, where Z(6) is the set of zeros of 6. 
It follows that the set of all z such that {I - s(z)(AZ - 2 )- ’ } - ’ fails to 
exist is a closed set in the closed upper (lower) half-plane. Analytic 
continuation gives the required result taking z0 with im .zO > 0. 
THEOREM 2.11. Suppose 1 & u(X) (cf., Lemma 2.6). The spectrum of 
A(D) + B on H, is either the entire complex plane or consists of discrete sets 
in the upper and lower haif-planes together with the real axis. 
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ProoJ: Suppose the spectrum is not the whole plane. Adapting Kato 15, 
p. 2631, we see that 
R(A) = R,(l) + R,(k) K,(Z -2 - s(A))-’ K,R&). (2.37) 
The right-hand side defining (uniquely) the operator a*A(D) CJ + a*PBa. In 
fact, it is easily seen that (I--.,? - s(z))-’ may be written in terms of R(z) 
and since the operator OR(A) (I* is presumed to exist for some 1 as a 
bounded operator on H,, Lemmas 2.7-2.10 imply the result. 
Remark. There are a number of conditions that can be applied to prove 
the resolvent set of A(D) + B on H, is nonempty. For example, if I( @,*Kll,,,,, 
is sufficiently small, then some point near the origin is in the resolvent set 
(eigenvalues may still be scattered throughout the plane, however). If K, 
commutes with c(n), where 
(2.38) 
an admitedly rather strong condition, then the spectrum does not cover the 
plane. Several other conditions also give the required result. In any case, the 
algebraic structure of B plays a strong role in determining the existence of a 
nonempty resolvent set and whether the steady state problem is well posed. 
3. LIMITING ABSORPTION 
The limiting absorption principle was used as a heuristic device in physics 
for many years to solve the steady-state wave propagation problem and there 
have been a number of rigorous justifications of the principle, (see 
[2, 9, e.g.>. 
We let S denote those points on the real axis where (I - s(z)(Z - .R )- ‘) ’ 
fails to exist as a bounded operator. We assume that 1 & a(??) and F > $. 
LEMMA 3.1. 
K, R,(z) u E H*((a, 6) X (0, d); L * 0 L *), 
where HZ is the Hardy space of vector-valued functions and 
--oo<a<b<co,O<d<a~and 
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(3.1) 
for 0 < /I < d. 
Proof. Using a modification of a result of Kato 15, p. 272J, it is suffkient 
to show that 
;Ecay;cO d) I ((R,(z) -R,(3) K, ~3 K, u)l < 00. (3.2) 
Ilull=’ * 
However, we see that 
I (R(z) - WIK, u, K, ~11 
< li I~:(x,Y,z)--~(x,y,~)l l(K,u)(~~)ldyI(K,u)(x)ldx (3.3) 
< c@, b, 4 j-1 I W, u)(YW, u)(x>I dvdx 
IX-Y1 
(3.4) 
<c(a, b, d)/j” / K1;;)-K;;y) /I dxdy (1 ,u,‘dx)‘. (3.5) 
where C(U, b, d) = max,,b,d 2(1114 + 2 (AI2 + 2) with a < re A < b, 0 < 
imL<d. 
By Proposition 3.1, K,R,(a f i/?) u has “boundary values” at almost all 
points on the boundary of (a, b) x (0, d), i.e., 
lim K, R,(a + i/?) u = K, &,(a + i0) u 
D-O+ 
(3.6) 
converges in L2 @ L2. Smaller values of E might be used but this requires a 
more circuitous path to our goal. This may be the subject of a future 
investigation. 
As we stated previously, we wish to prove that if 
u(x, a) = ,“y+ &(a + $I) u(x), (3.7) 
then u is a (uniquely defined) solution to 
-A(D) u - PBu + Au = -j-(x). (3.8) 
Outgoing (and incoming) solutions may be defined from this limit. 
It is not appropriate to expect that the limit (3.6) should exist in H, since 
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R ’ E a@(D) + PB). Instead we will speak of elements in HFC. Hyc is given 
the topology generated by the seminorms 
PA(U) = IIEA WA IL. (3.9) 
THEOREM 3.3. Let f E H,, then f = ug, where g E BL @ L 2. Write 
ug = R,(a + i,f?)g- R,(a + ip) K,(I--.Z - s(a + ip))-’ 
xK,R(a+iP)g (3.10) 
and suppose a 6? S. 
Then limB_, uvD = uv, exists in HpC and uvO is the unique (“outgoing”) 
solution of the steady-state propagation problem for frequency a, and source 
function f. 
Proof: We know by Lemma 3.1 that lims,, K, vq exists in L2 @ L*. 
Further, vg E BL @ L*. v0 is therefore a tempered distribution since 
K;‘K,v, = v,, and j K; i ( is polynomially bounded. E, is a bounded operator 
on 9” and H,, and we have for all v,, E @, E,(av,) va ~5 H, since 
* 
EA @o) (VA = VA uuo * @A ; uv$ $, is polynomially bounded and smooth. 
Therefore ova E HpC. Now setting ug = uvg we have -A(D) ug - 
PBu, + (a + ip) ug = -f E H, and letting /3 1 0 and utilizing (2.3) and (3.5) 
we have 
-A(D) u. - PBu, + au, = -f (3.11) 
and the proof is concluded. 
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